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ABSTRACT
A 67-year-old man underwent posterior cervical decompression surgery for ossification of the posterior
longitudinal ligament (OPLL) with fixation using cervical pedicle screws (CPSs) guided by intraoperative
3D image-based navigation. Intraoperatively, while creating the screw hole using the navigation probe,
the virtual trajectory on the intraoperative navigation screen showed a 10-degree angle discrepancy in the
axial plane depending on whether a probing force was or was not applied for making the hole. This was
potentially caused by vertebra rotation and a bent probe. Consequently, the CPSs were placed more laterally
than the ideal trajectory, which resulted in <2 mm lateral perforation to the foramen transversarium. There
were no screw insertion-related perioperative complications. Based on this case, we conclude that navigation
error during CPS insertion can occur even with intraoperative 3D image-based navigation. The risk of a
bowed navigation probe caused by posterior cervical muscle and vertebra rotation should be considered,
even with use of a navigation reference frame.
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INTRODUCTION
Cervical pedicle screws (CPSs) are used to treat cervical lesions and instability caused by
conditions such as rheumatoid arthritis, trauma, degenerative diseases, and tumors, owing to their
rigid biomechanical stability.1-3 However, significant malpositioning of CPSs can evoke catastrophic
vascular or neural injuries, including injuries to the vertebral artery (VA); therefore, insertion
of CPSs requires high accuracy and safe techniques.4 The rate of CPS malpositioning ranges
from 3.9% to 15%,1-3, 5-7 with computer-assisted surgery having been effective in improving the
accuracy of CPS insertion.8-14
Use of navigation-based intraoperative three-dimensional (3D) images is a relatively new
technique that offers accurate and safe intraoperative navigation in spine surgery.8, 10, 11 However,
current navigation systems cannot completely prevent malpositioning of the CPS, and herein, we
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report a case of malpositioning due to a navigation error. Cervical vertebral rotation is a common
cause of 3D image-based navigational error in a vertebra without a navigation reference,16 but
little is known about other reasons for navigation errors. We recently experienced a case of serious
navigation error during CPS insertion in the vertebra with an attached navigation reference. We
analyzed this navigation failure using intraoperative images, and we discuss management of this
process for safe CPS placement.

CASE REPORTS
A 67-year-old man presented with gait disturbance and numbness in the bilateral upper and
lower limbs 1.5 years ago. Due to worsening of these symptoms, he visited his local hospital
for a medical examination, and cervical disorder due to ossification of the posterior longitudinal
ligament (OPLL) was diagnosed. He was transferred to our hospital for a surgical procedure.
At the time of arrival at our hospital, his gait ability was severely compromised and he had
paralysis (manual muscle test: 3-4/5) of the bilateral upper and lower limbs, without clear rectal
disturbance. Hyperactivity of the deep tendon reflex in the lower extremities was present. His
Japanese Orthopedic Association (JOA) score for cervical myelopathy was 7/17.15
An X-ray examination of the cervical spine and computed tomography (CT) showed OPLL at
C3-6. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) showed canal stenosis and compression of the spinal
cord due to OPLL (Fig. 1A-C). Thus, the patient was diagnosed with myelopathy due to cervical
OPLL, and posterior cervical decompression surgery with fixation was performed. Preoperative
CT angiography of the cervical spine revealed VA laterality, with the left-side VA being larger
than the right-side VA. Therefore, we chose CPSs for the right side and lateral mass screws for
the left side as the fixation implants.
A
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Fig. 1 Preoperative images
(A, B) Ossification of the posterior longitudinal ligament (OPLL) at C3-6. Computed tomography axial image at
C6 showing a large ossification in the cervical spinal canal. (C) Compression of the spinal cord due to OPLL.
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Surgical procedure
The patient was placed in a prone position under general anesthesia on a Jackson table. A
carbon fiber, 4-point-cranial fixation device was used and, as an additional safety measure, we
performed intraoperative spinal cord monitoring for detecting any serious damage from the operative procedures. After a posterior approach with a midline incision, the navigation reference frame
was attached to the C5 spinous process of the vertebra and intraoperative 3D image data were
obtained using O-armTM (Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN, USA). Spinal implants were placed before
laminectomy using the StealthStationTM navigation system (Medtronic). As soon as the system
was ready, we reconfirmed the screw trajectory using a navigation probe, and started creating
the primary screw hole using a navigation pedicle probe. After making the hole, threading was
created for the screws, which were subsequently inserted. During this process, the intraoperative
navigation screen was recorded repeatedly. Next, we inserted CPSs at C5 and C6, after which
lateral mass screws were inserted in the contralateral side using the navigation system and cervical
laminoplasty for decompression of the spinal cord was performed.
Intraoperative navigation screen images
Intraoperative navigation screens are shown in Fig. 2. Images taken during probing and making
of the screw hole by the navigation probe with and without a probing force are shown in Figs.
2B and 2C, respectively. A comparison of these images indicates that the navigation trajectory
was more medial with a probing force (a better trajectory to ensure safety of the foramen
transversarium and VA), with a difference of about 10° (Fig. 2D). The same phenomenon was
also recorded during C6 CPS insertion.
Accuracy of screw insertion
The accuracy of all screw placements (CPSs and lateral mass screws) was evaluated by
postoperative CT. The C5 and C6 CPSs showed lateral perforations of <2 mm (i.e., less than
half of the screw diameter) to the foramen transversarium (Fig. 3A). The CPS trajectories on
postoperative CT were almost the same as the trajectory shown on the intraoperative navigation
screen images without a probing force. The lateral mass screws were not perforated.
Postoperative Management
There were no perioperative complications, including neurovascular complications, related to
the screw insertion. On postoperative day 2, the patient was able to get up from bed with a soft
neck collar. Ten days postoperatively, he could walk with a T-cane and his gait disturbance was
improved. At the time of discharge, 2 weeks after the operation, his JOA score had improved
to 13/17. Postoperative MRI showed sufficient decompression (Fig. 3B, C). After one year
postoperatively, he had stable gait with a T-cane and there was no worsening of neurological
disorder in the upper and lower limbs.
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Fig. 2 Navigation screens during surgery
(A) Intraoperative navigation screen showing the 3D trajectory constructed by intraoperative O-arm 3D images.
(B, C) Magnified intraoperative navigation screens in the axial view, showing trajectories of the probe with and
without probing force, respectively. The trajectory in (B) is more medial than that in (C). (D) The 10-degree
discrepancy between the trajectories in (B) and (C).
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Fig. 3 Postoperative images
(A) Left-side cervical pedicle screws (CPSs) displayed small lateral perforations of <2 mm (i.e., less than half
of the screw diameter) to the foramen transversarium at C5. (B) Decompression of the spinal cord, showing
expansion of the dura mater.

DISCUSSION
CPSs provide significantly stronger stabilization than other cervical posterior instrumentation,
and stronger pullout strength than lateral mass screws.2 These properties indicate their utility for
severe deformities of the cervical spine, short segment fixation surgery, and surgery requiring
rigid stability.1, 3, 5 However, significant CPS malposition may cause neurovascular injury, such as
spinal cord, nerve root, or VA injury,3, 4 indicating the need for accurate positioning and improved
insertion techniques.
Cervical pedicle diameters are smaller than those in the thoracic or lumbar spine, and
differences in intervertebral anatomic relationships between preoperative CT and intraoperative
findings are potential problems in navigation surgery.3, 9 Moreover, intraoperative 3D image-based
navigation offers automatic registration, which does not require free hand registration by surface
matching using anatomical landmarks.3 Thus, intraoperative 3D image-based navigation may be
more appropriate for cervical spine procedures and may provide better accuracy. However, CPS
malpositioning cannot be prevented completely, even with use of such systems.8, 10, 11
Using intraoperative 3D-based navigation, cervical intervertebral anatomic relationships and
alignment can change by probing or force during screw insertion. Hence, the accuracy of CPS
insertion at a vertebra without a navigation reference frame is lower than that at a vertebra with
an attached navigation reference frame.8, 10, 11 Sugimoto et al reported that an average cervical
rotation of 10.6° occurs during CPS insertion, and this vertebral rotation could be a main cause
of CPS misplacement even in 3D-based navigation.16 Thus, vertebrae with a reference frame
provide the best accuracy. Nevertheless, our case highlights the risk of navigation error even
with a reference frame (at C5). This error was difficult to predict, and CPSs were placed based
on the error. Fortunately, there was no catastrophic malposition evoking neurovascular injury.
However, this phenomenon should be considered during CPS insertion with 3D-based navigation.
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In this case, each vertebra (C5 with a reference frame and C6 without a reference frame)
showed navigation errors (Fig. 4A, B), suggesting that this phenomenon might not be related to
the position of the reference frame or due to intervertebral movement. Instead, the error occurred
when force was added to the probe during CPS insertion, leading us to hypothesize the following
reasons for this finding: first, force on the probe during creation of the screw hole may have
caused vertebra rotation16 (Fig. 4A). Second, the trajectory of the probe tip may have moved
laterally (Fig. 4B). Finally, in correspondence to the rotation, the operator may have added more
force and an increased angle to ensure a correct trajectory. As a result, only the navigation
antenna of the probe would move to the ideal point for CPS placement, while the tip of the
probe would be left in the lateral trajectory, causing a bowed navigation probe (Fig. 4B). Thus,
a navigation error may occur even if the vertebra has an attached navigation frame. To reduce
navigation errors after experiencing the current case, we changed to create CPS holes using a
newly developed power drill tool that can be navigated. This navigated drill makes it possible
to create CPS holes by drilling without pressing the cervical spine. Since the bone cortex might
be perforated by using this power tool, we use this drill with a very low rotation. The accuracy
of CPS placement has become better, and the results will be reported in a near future paper.
In conclusion, based on the present case, we believe that a surgeon inserting CPSs using
a navigation system should keep in mind the possibility of probe flexure due to restrictions
of the cervical posterior muscle and rotation of vertebrae. To ensure safe and accurate CPS
insertion, percutaneous insertion of screws using a navigation system might reduce the risk of
CPS malposition by the posterior cervical muscles.7, 9, 12 Nevertheless, navigation error during
CPS insertion can occur even with intraoperative 3D image-based navigation. Even for vertebrae
with a navigation reference frame, the risk of posterior cervical muscle restrictions and vertebra
rotations should not be ignored to ensure safe CPS insertion.

A

B

Fig. 4 Mechanism of malposition during cervical pedicle screw insertion
(A) During creation of the screw hole by the navigation probe, the vertebra is rotated (arrow). (B) The stronger
the probing force, the more the vertebra is rotated like a curved arrow, resulting in probe bending (block arrow).
As a result, the tip of the probe is directed more laterally, towards the vertebral artery. On the other hand, the
handle and antenna of the probe are positioned laterally due to the probe bending; hence, this phenomenon
creates the ideal trajectory for the probe on the navigation screen.
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